
The 2021 National NAIDOC Poster, Care for Country was designed by Gubbi Gubbi artist
Maggie - Jean Douglas. Using the theme Heal Country! as inspiration, this bright and vibrant
art work explores how Country has cared for and healed First Nations people spiritually,
physically, emotionally, socially and culturally.
The artwork includes communities, people, animals and bush medicines and spreads across
different landscapes of red dirt, green grass, bush land and coastal areas to tell the story of
the many ways Country can and has healed its people throughout their lives and journeys.

NAIDOC Week 2021, 7 – 11 July

Please follow the link to a wealth of resources and ideas on celebrating NAIDOC week in a
covid safe way. https://www.naidoc.org.au/news/top-20-tips-get-involved-naidoc-week



During the week the children have explored Darug Language, in particular linking this to our
majestic animal kingdom. The children have used mixed media to not only draw their
chosen animal, but have with support have also written the name of animal in Darug. It was
interesting to hear the children comment on some of the names, realising that we already
use some Darug words in our every day life “Dingo? That’s the name in Darug? That’s what
we say”. The children have been working effortlessly and with great enthusiasm and we will
share this project work once it is completed.



During our morning meeting the NAIDOC Week 2021 poster was shared with the children.
Sharing only the theme of this years NAIDOC Week,the elements within this poster and a few
guiding questions the children were the ones who continued the dialogue in sharing their
ideas and suggestions with each other and their teachers.

What does it mean to care for Country?
What does it mean to be a care taker?

Why is it important to care for Country?

The children thoughtful responses have been captured in the mind maps beneath. At the end 
of our meeting, Bentura said “Look after our school [community] too”. What a powerful 
statement, demonstrating an awareness of our own school community and our connection to 
country. We look forward to exploring how we could look after our school during our next
meeting.





As we continue to explore NAIDOC Week it has already been wonderful to hear the children
make meaningful connections to prior learning, their collaborative art work for example that
also incorporated symbols and mark making. Will we decide to design and create our very
own poster? Which symbols and features would we include?

Here’s a little sneak
peak of the children’s
very own poster that
incorporates and
represents elements of
what they believe is
important in
connecting with and
healing Country:
animals, people, IGS
community, trees and
flowers, seas and
oceans and land.


